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Day #3 of performances was a quieter one with two readings and lots of technical rehearsals for our 

two remaining productions. Some tiredness has definitely set in for some of the team, but the 

sunshine and continued camaraderie is carrying us through.  

 

Load in for Basically Children went smoothly! Reflecting on the fact that less than 12 hours earlier a 

completely different production was in the space, it was a great reminder of how with enough hands 

and a good amount of planning we can transform our spaces to fill them with the magic of 

storytelling.  

 

We had two readings, Man of My Dreams, written and directed by Valerie Muensterman, 

and Berrigan, or an Island tale by Chris Lysik and directed by Rob Ascher. It's been so wonderful to 

see completely full houses for the readings and to experience these pieces together.  

 

Tech for Basically Children, led by stage manager Olivia Leslie, UIowa alumna, was supported by 

Holland Larned, Assistant Stage Manager, and Emma Merkes, Production Assistant. This is both 

Holland and Emma's first stage management role ever and we're so glad to have them! See attached 

photos from Basically Children tech of some of the design team.  

 

A concern coming into this year's New Play Festival was the lack of institutional knowledge that has 

been so useful to the Festival in the past. While that has provided some learning curves, we look 

forward to next year's Festival where so many people will be able to bring back what they've learned 

this year. The special energy that comes from memories of your first production experience, 

especially a unique one such as this, will carry through to next year!  

 

Tomorrow the Undergraduate Playwrights Workshop will share selections at 1:30 pm in TB 172 

followed by Stars and Stones in MacVey Theatre at 5:30pm and 9:00pm. We'll strike immediately 

following Stars and Stones and look forward to another robust team to help out!  

 

 

Shoutouts and special thanks: The Stars and Stones team will be making some pivots during 

the day tomorrow with a put-in rehearsal for Assistant Director Greg Jones who is 

stepping into the cast due to actor illness. We wish our team member who is under the 

weather a quick recovery and thank Greg for being willing to step in! Also a big thanks 

to the whole team for making a quick pivot plan and finding solutions together.  

 

Today's tech/performance team members and volunteers:  

Olivia Leslie, Holland Larned, Emma Merkes, Charlie O'Leary, Natalie Villamonte Zito, Owen 

Brightman, Arlo Schneider, Waroon Jalukar, David Diaz, Tyler Salow, Mathew Kier, Sophia Kilburg, 

Alice Berberdick, Sophie Young, Delaney Waterman, Sarah Gazdowicz, Greg Jones, Kaia Buckum, 
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Dorothy Craven, Abigail Mansfield Coleman, Nicole Blodig, Kat Guerrero, Dakari Harleston, Aaron 

Castle, Maggie John, Ennis Matthew Neal, Aly Shamburg, Rob Ascher, Chris Lysik, Valerie 

Muensterman, Nate Ferguson, Bryon Winn, Eric Stone, Mady Davis, Melissa Turner 

If I missed you in tech or at load-in, please let me know and I'll include you tomorrow!   

 
With much thanks and appreciation,  
 
Dylan Nicole Martin  





 


